Slacker Radio delivers the absolute best in personalized radio for people who expect more.
We’ve been reinventing radio for over a decade by blending a team of
forward-thinking music curators and content programmers with cuttingedge analytics. With a library of over 13 million songs (and over 55
billion plays to date), Slacker provides a seamless music discovery
experience studded with world class hosts to deliver uniquely
personalized entertainment experiences:

Slacker is also the exclusive music streaming service featured in the
dashboards of all Teslas, as part of one of the most significant
automotive footprints in the industry, which also includes Toyota,
Lexus, Honda, Ford, Porsche, Chrysler, Jeep, and Dodge.
Pick a song or start a station, then brace yourself for “more:”

•

Discover over 500 expertly crafted stations, covering every genre
and sub-genre imaginable, with opt-in content updates from our team
of experts as well as premier partners such as ABC and ESPN.

•

•

More best-in-class human curation: Our team of curators and
content programmers create stations that will make you laugh,
cry… and question our sanity.

Explore a wide assortment of exclusive episodic shows, highlighting
the latest music news, weekly chart countdowns and more.

•

•

Dive into artist-hosted stations featuring superstars ranging from John
Legend to Luke Bryan to Kelly Clarkson to Alice Cooper.

More bang for your buck: Slacker’s ad-free tier is only $3.99 per
month, Pandora costs $4.99.

•

More features: Save data and battery life with Slacker’s
patented offline mode, personalize all sports and news
programming, and enjoy real, human hosts from around the
world — or turn them off when you want to be alone with your
music.

Listen to Slacker via mobile, web, or consumer electronics platforms, with
carrier billing integration from partners like Verizon, Sprint, T Mobile,
US Cellular, and Telus.

You’re not looking for a bunch of one-dimensional playlists, right? Right! so let’s do this.
Expect more.
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